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He concluded by saying that he feels that 4f the FBI could °°). 

permit these interviews of deBrueys and Pain 4t would obviously 

be to the PBI’s advantage rather than: leaving open questions to - 

that which he indicated above. 
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He asked 1f Mr. Kelley would be disturbed if Salent ye 

contacted the Attorney General. I indicated I certainly aid not — a 

think so but it would obviously be Mr. Salant‘s prerogative 

as to whether he would attempt to intercece by contacting the 

Attorney General. 
° 

I asked  vmenen when CBS proposed to air. the 

commentary on President Yenne¢y's assessination. He indicated 

CBS was most desirous of doing so as sO00on a5 possible, however, 

4t would be a minimum of 5 weeks before such public airing 

would take place. He thanked me for our procpt reply and 

indicated that CBS’ wants to present the entire {ssue in the best 

light possible which, in fact, precipitated their contact with Mr. 

Kelley. 
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I gathered from my conversation with that if 

approval were given for them to interview deBrueys and Fain that - 

ae would present to us the questions which they propose to ask. 

™} did ‘not indicate this but I gathered from inferences 

“that this might be possible. 
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I discussed Gn conversation with Mr. Callahan 

{ndicating to him the poss bility of Salant contacting the. 

Attorney Generel. Vr. Callahan, in turn, contacted Deputy” — 

Attorney General Tyler indicating to him the fact that Salant - 

may contact Attorney General Levi for his approval for CBS to 

contact Fain and deBrucys. 84 
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